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Surveys
Continuum surveys (GLIMPSE, Hi-GAL, ATLASGAL, BLAST, 
etc.) provide important SED information on clump masses & 
luminosities 
Key point 0:  Kinematic information absent without 
spectroscopy.  Need molecular, atomic lines 
Key point 1:  Resolution!  At 3 kpc, 1′ ~ 1 pc resolves cloud 
evolution on the scale of cluster formation (at 8′ , CfA-12CO 
can’t do this) 
Key point 2:  Multi-species maps enable entirely new science 
(GRS-13CO can’t do this) 
Key point 3:  Wide field coverage.  Small maps lack context 
A major motivator for CHaMP & ThrUMMS is demogra-
phics of  clumps (including lifetimes) plus other physics



ThrUMMS 

CHaMPl = 300°

l = 280°

Image credit: R.Hurt

l = 0°
Until recently, the southern MW’s molecular 

ISM was virtually unexplored at pc resolution!

l = 18°

SEDIGISM



ThrUMMS eye candy

Similar to dust continuum, but with more physics, and kinematics!  
Eg, line ratios can be analysed with radiative transfer physics.

Herschel+Spitzer                                                                                           SPIRE 250/PACS 100/ MIPS 24µm

ThrUMMS                                              12CO/13CO/C18O

26,000 molecular clouds!



Gas depletion timescales 
in MW-analogue disks also 
~2× longer 
Schmidt-Kennicutt laws may 
need recalibration 

Comes from large amounts 
of  high-τ, low Tex gas 
Old X factor prescription 
underestimates τ, mass 
Independently check this with 
CHaMP

ThrUMMS conversion law  (BM+2015)

All 109 voxels

high Tex 
low τ

high τ 
low Tex

power law

constant X 
factor: no good!

Averaged across 4Q, the conversion law is       NCO ∝ ICO
1.4    

→    ~2× as much molecular mass as standard X factor



CHaMP eye candy  (BHM2017)

𝜂 Carinae Giant Molecular Cloud 
12CO 13CO C18O

Mopra beam

𝜂 Car



From line ratios to column densities
Re-examine conversion laws with high-sensitivity CHaMP 
iso-CO data (BHM 2017, submitted)

CHaMP  Region 26b 
12CO  13CO  C18O 

ellipses from 12CO maps 
contours from NCO moment map



CHaMP emission line data 3× more sensitive than ThrUMMS, so 
radiative transfer analysis more robust

From line ratios to column densities



From line ratios to column densities

CHaMP  Region 26b 
τ Tex  NCO (+contours) 

ellipses from 12CO maps

Physical parameters spatially variable 
Column density depends on both τ and Tex 



Conversion laws re-imagined
From CHaMP: 
conversion laws are 
even more extreme, 
and depend on 
velocity resolution. 
Conclusion: 
integrating 12CO 
for a cloud gives 
the wrong NCO  
(i.e., method of  
calibrating X-factor 
at high N is wrong) 
— should 
compute each 
channel!

data 

incomplete

NCO ∝ ICO1.9 ~ τTex 



Conversion law if  [CO]/[H2] = 
1×10–4   
3×10–5   
1×10–5  

But NCO/ICO also spatially variable:

𝜂 Carinae GMC

}      Which is it?

So what’s 
going on?



Compare NCO with Ndust → NH2 : derive [CO]/[H2] (Pitts et al, in prep.) 

Astrochemical models predicting CO abundance variations, from 10–5 
to 10–4, strongly confirmed

Both X and [CO]/[H2] vary

Herschel 
SPIRE/PACS



What about differential dynamics?  Compare 12CO 
envelope material with interior (BHM17, subm.):

Envelopes vs. interiors

12CO

13CO

C18O

VLSR 

Observer: 
sees either 
1 or 2

Tmb 12CO redshifts dominate: 
net envelope motions 
are inward

12CO blueshifts dominate: 
net envelope motions are 
outward

VLSR 

Tmb 

1

2

2

1



Although this is just a snapshot, we see direct evidence of  cloud mass assembly and dispersal 
All this points to a larger gas reservoir, longer depletion/SF timescales, and other consequences: 
e.g., L/M unlikely to be an evolutionary indicator for clumps, if  M keeps changing

Differential dynamics  (BHM17, subm.)

Mass flux

Accr./disp. 
timescale

𝚺mol = 𝚺thresh et/t0 



Demographics
Combine these with prior CHaMP results: 

1. A vast population of  subthermally-excited,      
quiescent clouds, implying long latency                 
periods for SF (BYF+2011)

ncrit

BYF73

m
as

s

density

95% 
quiescent

5% star-forming

12CO

H
C

O
+

virial 
alphas

2. Pressure-stabilisation by 
massive envelopes (BH+2016)



Demographics 2
3. “Dense gas” tracers don’t trace dense gas — they’re “post-SF feedback 

indicators”                          emissivity ≠ mass

Brackett 𝜸
I H

C
O

+

6 Schap et al.

(a) Ncol with contours

(b) eNcol with contours

Figure 8. Maps of NHCN and its uncertainty across BYF 40, plotted with
contours at 10% of the peak IHCN.

Figure 9. (DELETE) Pixel by pixel integrated intensity of HCO+ vs N2H+
across the BYF 40 area.

Figure 10. Pixel by pixel integrated intensity of HCO+ vs HCN across the
BYF 40 area, with a weighted least squares linear fit of slope 1.232±0.006
and intercept –1.33±0.04 K km/s.

warm, energetic gas, and must therefore express dissimilar chemical
behavior to HCO+, HCN, as well as 13CO, present within BYF40.
Moreover, since HCO+ and HCN are very tightly correlated in these
clumps, the correlation between HCO+ and Br� revealed in Barnes
et al. (2013) must extend to HCN and 13CO as well, i.e., these lines’
emissivities must all be ionisation tracers. In contrast, the disparity
between N2H+ and other molecular species has been reported in
other contexts, such as Reiter et al. (2011).

In the case of 13CO, this ionisation-sensitivity may not be
so surprising. But if Barnes et al. (2013) thought it remarkable that
HCO+ (which is conventionally thought of as a tracer of cold, dense
gas) should be so well-correlated with a measure of the ionising ra-
diation from photospheres of massive YSOs, then we must be even
more surprised that HCN is implied to show the same relationship
with Br�, since HCN is even more widely-used as a cold gas tracer
than HCO+. In fact, HCN is assumed to be a cornerstone of the
dense-gas Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) star formation relations (e.g.,
Krumholz & Thompson 2007; Narayanan et al. 2008, , and refer-
ences therein), in the sense that IHCN should be a “better” tracer of
exactly that dense gas column most directly engaged in active star
formation, than are “lower density” tracers like CO or HI. Therefore,
the idea that HCN should be measuring the “same thing” as Br� (a
presumably direct tracer of star formation activity), would call into
question the entire basis of the HCN version of the KS relations.

Clearly, this is a relatively “radical” idea. Therefore, we now
explain the reasoning behind this idea a little more carefully.

4.2 Consequences for the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation

Our reasoning goes as follows: first, we have used the HCN
P�S���K�� analysis to show that I / N is not true, especially at
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Figure 11. ****A OR B SHOULD PROBABLY BE DELETED, DO YOU
ALL HAVE A PREFERENCE TO WHICH ONE GETS REMOVED? (I
was leaning towards removing the linear)***Pixel by pixel integrated in-
tensity vs column density from the HCN hyperfine results, given in both
logarithmic and linear form. Each panel shows a weighted least squares lin-
ear fit (blue) with slope (2.97±0.08)⇥1016 molecules m�2 (K km/s)�1 and
intercept (1.14±0.06)⇥1017 molecules m�2; a linear zero-intercept fit (ma-
genta) with slope (1.8±2.5) ⇥1017 molecules m�2 (K km/s)�1; and a power
law fit (red) of the form log[N /(molecules m�2)] = (0.44±0.02)*log[I /(K
km/s)]+17.25±0.02.

small I. This is very important for the rest of the argument about the
KS relation, which says that LSFR / ⌃pSFR, where p is some power.

Next, consider the Br� and LSFR. We showed here that in
BYF 40, IHCN = const * IHCO+ very strongly. But we showed in
Barnes et al. (2013) that IHCO+ = const * I0.24±0.04

Br� . This is not as
tight as the HCN/HCO+ connection, but it is significant. (Barnes
et al. (2013) dealt extensively with the Br� data, as well as other
IR and mm line emission.) But, we know that IBr� = const * LSFR
because it comes from massive YSO photospheres and so is a direct
SF tracer (incidentally, much more reliable than H↵ because of the
much lower extinction at 2µm). So in essence, we are showing here
that IHCN is proportional (in the log) to SFR as traced by (e.g.)
LBr� or LIR. Or, to put this another way, the Br�-IHCN correlation
suggests that HCN is a star-formation-driven feedback indicator.

As an aside, one might also expect that IHCN should be cor-
related to some degree with ICO, or at least I13CO. An interesting
question, which we cannot yet answer, is whether our apparent
HCN-Br� correlation is stronger, about the same, or weaker than
any HCN-CO correlation? If it is stronger, then this would sup-
port our argument here for HCN being a SF feedback indicator. If
weaker, then this would suggest HCN traces the same mass as CO,
and therefore being a reasonable mass tracer. If the same, then the
situation is ambiguous on this metric.

Returning to our main hypothesis, now consider the masses.
It is a standard concept in the literature that HCN is a “dense gas
tracer”; indeed it may well be the canonical dense gas tracer. So by
convention, it is widely assumed to trace the mass “involved” in SF
more directly than CO. (E.g., see Kennicutt 2012, , and references
therein.) This was also the justification for using IHCN in the original
linear Gao & Solomon (2004) LIR-IHCN version of the KS law in
external galaxies. So by received wisdom, IHCN / ⌃SF.

Our argument should now be plain. It is our contention that
the Gao & Solomon (2004) version of the KS law is invalid on
both counts: first, since IHCN , NHCN, then IHCN can’t be taken
as / ⌃SF; and second, since IHCN / LSFR anyway, plotting those
two against each other is a tautology, and says nothing about the
underlying physical KS law.

Therefore, our HCN results reveal the problem: if HCN traces
LSF instead of MSF, the Gao & Solomon (2004) result fails to
establish a “dense gas” KS law, and instead is a trivial result of HCN
excitation in the presence of SF. More generally, and especially at
low I, HCN strongly does NOT trace mass (and is not even fitted by
a power law). To establish what the “dense gas” KS law really looks
like, we must use a di�erent method than just measuring IHCN to
find ⌃SF, although instead it may be possible to use IHCN or IHCO+
to measure LSF.

Having argued this, of course we must allow that our sample
size (7 clumps) is quite small, and admit the very tentative nature
of our conclusions. However, once we apply the same analysis to
the rest of the champ HCN data (Schap et al., in prep), we will
have a much stronger statistical base over which to examine these
arguments.

Related to our small sample size is another important question:
what is the physical scale over which the HCN-Br� correlation
arises? The classic galaxy-scale KS relations average over multi-kpc
scales. Although here we have examined only a few pc-scale clumps,
the results of (Barnes et al. 2013) suggest that, for most of our
sample, such a close scaling would be expected to hold, supporting
the case for HCN being a SF feedback indicator. But if the total
Br� flux in disk galaxies comes largely from areas without HCN
emission, then our conclusion is weakened. Again, resolution of this
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hyperfine line ratio analysis BYR+2013



Marginally bound 
molecular clump 

forms, stochastically 
accumulates/disperses 
mass from larger flows, 
becomes base unit of  

SF

“Denser” clump forms, 
pressure-stabilised by 

overlying massive envelope; gas 
mostly sub-thermal & opaque, 

slow accumulation maintains 
turbulence from exterior

Final, rapid 
mass inflow, 

massive 
protostar(s) & 

protocluster form

Hot core phase, “dense gas” 
tracers become bright, gas 
warms, opacity dropsClassic HII region, 

molecular cloud 
disperses, cluster 

revealed

Long latency period…….…up to 100 Myr

~0.3 Myr

~1 Myr

~5 Myr

Lower mass protostellar 
cores form, help maintain 
interior turbulence; cloud 
remains cold, “quiescent”

Low- & 
medium-mass 

SF accelerates 
during last few 

Myr

A revised paradigm


